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1. INTRODUCTION
w xLet R be an integral domain with quotient field K. For f g R X or
R@ X #, let A be the ideal of R generated by the coefficients of f. Thef
 .  < w x 4  4  < w xrings R X s frg f , g g R X , A s R and R X s frg f , g g R X ,g
 . 4A s R have been widely studied. For example, R is a Prufer domainÈg ¨
 .  .m R X is a Prufer domain in fact, a Bezout domain m everyÈ
 .  .principal ideal of R X is extended from R m R is integrally closed
 .and every prime ideal of R X is extended from R. In addition R is a
 . Prufer ¨-multiplication domain PVMD i.e., every finitely generatedÈ
.  4  .ideal of R is t-invertible m R X is a PVMD in fact, a Bezout domain
 .  4m every principal ideal of R X is extended from R m R is integrally
 4closed and every prime ideal of R X is extended from R. Moreover, R is
 4a Krull domain m R X is a PID. Also, recall that R is integrally closed
 .  . w xm A s A A for all nonzero f , g g R X . These results alongf g ¨ f g ¨
with necessary terminology and notation especially concerning the t-
.operation are reviewed in Section 2.
The purpose of this paper is to consider the power series analog of the
results mentioned in the previous paragraph. We define R to be formally
 .  .integrally closed if A s A A for all nonzero f , g g R@ X #. If R isf g t f g t
formally integrally closed, then R is completely integrally closed, but not
conversely. Examples of formally integrally closed domains include Krull
domains, or more generally, integral domains that are locally finite inter-
sections of one-dimensional Prufer domains. The power series analogs ofÈ
 .  4  .. the rings R X and R X are R X s R@ X # where N s f gN
< 4  44  < . 4R@ X # A s R and R X s R@ X # where N s f g R@ X # A s R .f N t f tt
In Section 3 we investigate formally integrally closed domains and diviso-
rial ideals and t-ideals in R@ X # where T is a multiplicatively closedT
subset of N . We show that if R is formally integrally closed and T : N ,t t
 . .  .  .  .then IR@ X # s I @ X # s I @ X # s IR@ X # for any nonzero¨ T ¨ T T ¨ T ¨
fractional ideal I of R. We also show that if R is formally integrally closed
and J is a finite type ¨-ideal of R@ X # with J l R / 0, then J s I @ X # for
some ¨-ideal I of R.
 4Because the results for R X involve every nonzero finitely generated
 .ideal of R being t-invertible i.e., R is a PVMD , we should expect the
 44corresponding results for R X to involve every nonzero countably gener-
 .ated ideal of R being t-invertible i.e., R is a Krull domain . This is indeed
 4  44the case. In Section 4, the results for R X are extended to R X . We
 44  44show that R is a Krull domain m R X is a Krull domain m R X is
 .  44a Euclidean domain m every principal ideal of R X is extended from
 .R m R is formally integrally closed and every prime t-ideal is extended
 ..from R. We also show that R is a Dedekind domain m R X is a
 ..  .Dedekind domain m R X is a Euclidean domain m every principal
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 ..ideal of R X is extended from R m R is formally integrally closed and
 .every prime t-ideal is extended from R.
2. THE t-OPERATION AND POLYNOMIAL RINGS
U  4Let R be an integral domain with quotient field K. Let R s R y 0 ,
 .  .Max R be the set of maximal ideals of R, F R be the set of nonzero
U  .fractional ideals of R, and let F R be the finitely generated members of
 .  .  y1 .y1  < 4  <F R . For I g F R , I s I s F Rx I : Rx : K and I s D J J¨ t ¨
U  .4  .: I with J g F R . Then I is called a ¨-ideal resp., t-ideal if I s I¨
 . U  .resp., I s I . Note that for I g F R , I s I . Every proper t-ideal ist ¨ t
contained in a maximal t-ideal and maximal t-ideals are prime. We will
 .denote the set of maximal t-ideals by t-Max R . Here ¨ and t are
examples of star operations. For an introduction to star operations and the
w x¨-operation see 13, Sections 32 and 34 . For results on the t-operation and
 . w xt-invertibility defined in the following text see 5, 14, 16, and 17 . Recall
 .  y1 .that I g F R is t-in¨ertible if II s R or equivalently, I has finite typet
 U  ..that is, I s J for some J g F R and I is principal for each M g t-t t M
 .  .Max R . An integral domain R is a Prufer ¨-multiplication domain PVMDÈ
U  . wif every I g F R is t-invertible. For results about PVMDs, see 14, 17,
x  w x.19 . It is well known e.g., 18, Theorem 3.6 that R is a Krull domain if
U  .and only if each I g F R is t-invertible. Also, for R a Krull domain,
 .I s I for each I g F R and hence we will use these two star operationst ¨
interchangeably.
w xFor f g K X , let A denote the fractional ideal of R generated by thef
coefficients of f. It is well known that R is integrally closed if and only if
 .  . w xU  w xU .A s A A for all f , g g R X or equivalently, f , g g K X .f g ¨ f g ¨
Because the ideals involved are finitely generated, we could of course
 .replace ¨ by t. The implication « is due to Krull and may be found in
w x  .13, Proposition 34.8 . Although the implication ¥ is often attributed to
w x w xQuerre 20 , it was actually proved by H. Flanders 11 30 years earlier.
 w x < 4  w x < . 4The sets N s f g R X A s R and N s f g R X A s R aref ¨ f ¨
saturated multiplicatively closed sets. This may easily be proved directly, or
w x  w x <  .4seen by noting that N s R X y D MR X M g Max R and N s¨
w x  w x <  .4 w xR X y D MR X M g t-Max R . The two quotient rings of R X ,
 . w x  4 w x R X s R X and R X s R X , have been extensively studied forN N¨w x.example, see 1, 2, 3, 6, 15, 17 . In the next sections, we will study the
power series analog of these two rings. With this in mind, we state some
important known results about these rings. Although we state these results
for a single indeterminate, they remain true for any nonempty set of
indeterminates.
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  ..THEOREM 2.1. Let R be an integral domain. Then Pic R X s
  4. w xU  .Pic R X s 0. For f g R X , A is in¨ertible resp., t-in¨ertible if andf
 .  .   4  4.only if fR X s A R X resp., fR X s A R X .f f
  .. w xProof. The fact that Pic R X s 0 is given in 2 and the fact that
  4. w xPic R X s 0 is given in 17 . The second statement may also be found in
the respective sources.
THEOREM 2.2. Let R be an integral domain and let T be a multiplicati¨ ely
 .closed subset of N . Let I g F R . Then¨
 .  w x .y1  y1w x.1 I X s I X ,T T
 .  w x . w x2 I X s I X , andT ¨ ¨ T
 .  w x . w x3 I X s I X .T t t T
w xProof. This is 17, Proposition 2.2 .
THEOREM 2.3. For an integral domain R the following are equi¨ alent.
 .1 R is Prufer.È
 .  .2 R X is Prufer.È
 .  .3 R X is Bezout.
 .  .  .4 E¨ery principal ideal of R X is extended from R.
 .  .   ..  .  .5 The map u : L R ª L R X gi¨ en by u A s AR X is a
multiplication preser¨ ing lattice isomorphism from the lattice of ideals of R to
 .the lattice of ideals of R X .
 .  .6 R is integrally closed and e¨ery prime ideal of R X is extended
from R.
 .  .  . w xProof. The equivalence of 1 ] 3 and 6 is given in 6 . The equiva-
 .  .  . w xlence of 1 , 4 , and 5 is given in 1 .
THEOREM 2.4. For an integral domain R, the following are equi¨ alent.
 .1 R is a Dedekind domain.
 .  .2 R X is a Dedekind domain.
 .  .3 R X is a PID.
 .  .4 R X is a Euclidean domain.
 .  . w xProof. The equivalence of 1 ] 3 is given in 6 . That the equivalence
 .  . w x w xof 1 and 4 follows from 10, Theorem 5.3 is remarked in 1 .
THEOREM 2.5. For an integral domain R, the following are equi¨ alent.
 .1 R is a PVMD, i.e., e¨ery nonzero finitely generated ideal of R is
t-in¨ertible.
 .  42 R X is a PVMD.
 .  43 R X is Bezout.
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 .  .  44 E¨ery principal ideal of R X is extended from R.
 .  .   4.  .  45 The map u : L R ª L R X gi¨ en by u A s AR X is at
multiplication preser¨ ing lattice isomorphism from the lattice of t-ideals of R to
 4the lattice of ideals of R X .
 .  46 R is integrally closed and e¨ery prime ideal of R X is extended from
R.
w xProof. This is given in 17, Theorems 3.7, 3.14, and Corollary 3.16 .
THEOREM 2.6. For an integral domain R, the following are equi¨ alent.
 .1 R is a Krull domain.
 .  42 R X is a Krull domain.
 .  43 R X is a PID.
 .  44 R X is a Euclidean domain.
 .  . w x w x  .  .  .  .  .Proof. 1 « 3 . 12 or 17 . Clearly 4 « 3 « 2 . 2 « 1 .
 4  .  .  4This follows because R X l K s R. 3 « 4 . Clearly R X has 1 in its
w x  4stable range. By 10, Theorem 5.3 , R X is Euclidean.
3. FORMALLY INTEGRALLY CLOSED DOMAINS
Let R be an integral domain with quotient field K. Therefore, as
 .  .remarked in Section 2, R is integrally closed if and only if A s A Af g t f g t
w xUfor all f , g g R X . We define R to be formally integrally closed if
 .  . U A s A A for all f , g g R@ X # . Here, as in the polynomial case,f g t f g t
. w xA is the ideal of R generated by the coefficients of f. In 4, Theorem 2.1f
 .we showed that R is completely integrally closed if and only if A sf g ¨
 . w xU UA A for all f g R X and g g R@ X # . Thus if R is formally inte-f g ¨
grally closed, R is completely integrally closed, but the converse is false
 . w xsee the following text . We showed 4, Corollary 2.6 that if R is a
one-dimensional Prufer domain, then A s A A for all f , g g R@ X #U.È f g f g
So a one-dimensional Prufer domain is formally integrally closed. We alsoÈ
w xshowed 4, Corollary 2.7 that if R is a locally finite intersection of
rank-one valuation domains, then R is formally integrally closed. Thus a
 .Krull domain e.g., an integrally closed Noetherian domain is formally
integrally closed. More generally, we have the following result.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let R s F R be a locally finite intersection wherea
each R is formally integrally closed. Then R is formally integrally closed.a
w xProof. The proof is almost identical to the proof of 4, Corollary 2.7 .
In Proposition 3.1 we really do need the intersection to be locally finite
w xas the following example 4, Example 2.10 shows.
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EXAMPLE 3.2. Let E be the ring of entire functions. Then E is a
completely integrally closed Bezout domain that is an intersection of
 .  . Urank-one DVRs. Hence A s A A for all f , g g E@ X # . How-f g ¨ f g ¨
 .  . Uever, we do not even have A s A A for all b g E and Xqb. g t Xqb g t
U g g E@ X # . Note that because E is a Bezout domain every ideal of E is a
 .  . U .t-ideal and hence A s A A m A s A A for f , g g E@ X # .f g t f g t f g f g
Thus while E is an intersection of rank-one DVRs and hence an intersec-
.tion of formally integrally closed overrings , E is not formally integrally
 .  . Uclosed. Also, note that whereas A s A A for all f , g g R@ X #f g t f g t
 .  . Uimplies that A s A A for all f , g g R@ X # , the converse is false.f g ¨ f g ¨
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let R be an integral domain such that R is aM
 . one-dimensional ¨aluation domain for each M g t-Max R i.e., R is a
.PVMD with t-dim R s 1 . Then R is formally integrally closed.
U  .Proof. Let f , g g R@ X # . Now for M g t-Max R , R is a one-dimen-M
wsional valuation domain and hence A R s A A R by 4, Theoremf g M f g M
x w x  .2.4 . Then by 17, Theorem 3.5 , A s F A R sf g t M g t -MaxR. f g M
 .F A A R s A A .M g t -MaxR. f g M f g t
w x w xLet I be an ideal of R. While for the polynomial ring R X , IR X s
w xI X , the same is not true for the power series ring R@ X #. Here I @ X # s
 < 4  < 4f g R@ X # A : I whereas IR@ X # s i f q ??? qi f i g I, f g R@ X #f 1 1 n n j j
 < 4s f g R@ X # A : J : I where J is finitely generated . So we may havef
 4IR@ X # n I @ X #. Thus whereas for any nonempty collection of ideals I ofa
 .  .R we have  I R@ X # s I R@ X #, we may have  I @ X # n I @ X #.a a a a a a
 4 But for a finite set I , . . . , I of ideals, I @ X # q ??? qI @ X # s I1 n 1 n 1
.q ??? qI @ X #. Also, for ideals A and B of R we have AR@ X # BR@ X # sn
w 4` xABR@ X # and A@ X # B@ X # : AB@ X #. But if we take R s k S , Ti i is0
 4`where k is a field and S , T indeterminates over k, then for A si i is0
 4` .  4` . 2S and B s T we have S T q S T X q S T X q ??? gi is0 i is0 0 0 1 1 2 2
AB@ X # y A@ X # B@ X #. If P is a prime ideal of R, then P @ X # is a prime
ideal of R@ X #, whereas PR@ X # need not be a prime ideal. Let N s f g
< 4  < . 4R@ X # A s R and N s f g R@ X # A s R . Because N s R@ X # yf t f t
 <  .4  <  .4D M @ X # M g Max R and N s R@ X # y D M @ X # M g t-Max R , Nt
and N are saturated multiplicatively closed subsets of R@ X #. Thus A st f g
 .  .  .R m A s R and A s R and A s R m A s R and A s R.f g f g t f t g t
More generally, we remark that it is easily proved that if A and A aref g
 .locally principal e.g., invertible , then A s A A and if A and A aref g f g f g
 .  .  ..t-locally principal, then A s A A . We put R X s R@ X # andf g t f g t N
 44R X s R@ X # . The next theorem is the power series analog of Theo-Nt
rem 2.2.
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THEOREM 3.4. Let R be an integral domain and let T be a multiplicati¨ ely
closed subset of R@ X #. Let I be a nonzero fractional ideal of R.
 .  y1 .  y1 .  y1 .  .y11 IR@ X # s I @ X # s I @ X # : I @ X # . If R isT T T T
formally integrally closed and T : N , the last containment is an equality.t
 .2 If R is formally integrally closed and T : N , thent
I @ X # s IR@ X # s I @ X # s I @ X # s IR@ X # . .  .  .  . .  .¨ ¨T T ¨ T T T¨ ¨
 .  .3 I R@ X # : I @ X # : I @ X # .t T t T T t
 . y1 y1Proof. 1 For I a nonzero fractional ideal, IR@ X # s I @ X # s
y1 I @ X # . A proof of this result due to D. F. Anderson and the second
. w x  y1 . y1author may be found in 9, Proposition 2.1 . Thus IR@ X # s I @ X #T T
 y1 .  y1 .  y1 .s I @ X # . Because I @ X # I @ X # : R@ X # , we have I @ X #T T T T T
 .y1: I @ X # . Now suppose that R is formally integrally closed andT
 .y1T : N . Let 0 / g g I @ X # . Choose 0 / b g I. So bg g R@ X # . Writet T T
bg s frt where f g R@ X # and t g T ; so bgt s f. Now for 0 / a g I,0 0 0
 . X Xaf s b ag t . Because ag g R@ X # , ag s g rh where g g R@ X # and h g0 T
X  .XT. Thus afh s bg t and hence aA s bA . Because A s R and R is0 f h g t h t0
 .  .  .  .Xformally integrally closed, aA : a A s a A A s a A s b Af f t f h t f h t g t t0
: bR. Because 0 / a g I was arbitrary, A : bIy1. Hence f g bIy1 @ X #f
y1 y1 y1 y1  .y1so b f g I @ X #. Thus g s b frt g I @ X # . Hence I @ X # :0 T T
 y1 .I @ X # .T
 .  .  y1 .  .  .2 Part 1 replacing I by I yields IR@ X # s I @ X # s I @ X #¨ ¨ ¨
 . .  . .and hence IR@ X # s I @ X # s I @ X # . Because R is formally¨ T ¨ T ¨ T
 .  .y1 .y1  y1 .y1integrally closed and T : N , I @ X # s I @ X # s I @ X #t T ¨ T T
 y1 .y1  .  . .s I @ X # s I @ X # . Similarly, IR@ X # s IR@ X # .T ¨ T T ¨ ¨ T
 .  .  w3 Using 2 , we get I R@ X # : I @ X #. This is also given in 9,t t
x .Proposition 2.4 . Thus I R@ X # : I @ X # . Now for any domain R, nonzerot T t T
 .ideal J of R, and multiplicatively closed subset S of R we have A :t S
 .A . Thus the last containment holds.S t
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let R be a formally integrally closed domain. If J :
 .R@ X # is a t-ideal such that J l R / 0, then J s  A @ X #.0 / f g J f ¨
 .y1 y1Proof. Let 0 / a g J l R and let f g J. If h g a, f : a R@ X #,
then hf g R@ X #. Because ah, f g R@ X # and R is formally integrally
 .  .  .  .  .closed, A s A A . Because a A s A s A A =ah f t ah f t h f t ah f t ah f t
y1 y1  .y1aA A , we have A : A , i.e., h g A @ X #. Therefore a, f :h f h f f
 .y1  .  y1 .y1  .y1 .y1A @ X #. By Theorem 3.4, A @ X # s A @ X # : a, f sf f ¨ f
 .  .a, f : J. So  A @ X # : J. Because the reverse containment is¨ 0 / f g J f ¨
obvious, we get equality.
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PROPOSITION 3.6. Let R be a formally integrally closed domain. If J is a
finite type ¨-ideal of R@ X # with J l R / 0, then J s I @ X # for some ¨-ideal I
of R.
 .Proof. Let J s f , . . . , f where f , . . . , f g R@ X #. By Proposition1 n ¨ 1 n
 .  .  .  .3.5, J s  A @ X # = A @ X # q ??? q A @ X # s A0 / f g J f ¨ f ¨ f ¨ f ¨1 n 1
 . .  .q ??? q A @ X #. Because J is a ¨-ideal, J = A q ???f ¨ f ¨n 1
 . . .  .  . .  .q A @ X # s A q ??? q A @ X # s A q ??? qA @ X #.f ¨ ¨ f ¨ f ¨ ¨ f f ¨n 1 n 1 n
 . .  .Obviously, J : A q ??? qA @ X # s A q ??? qA @ X # and there-f f ¨ f f ¨1 n 1 n
 .fore J s A q ??? qA @ X #.f f ¨1 n
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let R be a formally integrally closed domain and let
T : N be a multiplicati¨ ely closed subset of R@ X #. Then the set S s J :t
< 4R@ X # J is a proper t-ideal of R@ X # with J l R s 0 has maximal elementsT T
and each maximal element of S is a prime ideal.
 .  4Proof. Because X g S , S / B. Let J be a chain in S . ClearlyT a
 .  .D J is a proper t-ideal of R@ X # and D J l R s D J l R s 0. Soa T a a
D J g S . By Zorn's Lemma, S has a maximal element, say J. Suppose Ja
is not a prime ideal of R@ X # . Let Q be a prime ideal of R@ X # which isT a T
minimal over J. Then Q is a prime t-ideal and Q l R / 0 by thea a
 .maximality of J in S . Let P s Q l R@ X # / 0 . Note that P is a primea a a
  . .  . .  .t-ideal of R@ X # with P l R / 0. For P : P s Q s Qa a t T a T t a t a
 . .and hence P : Q l R@ X # s P . By Proposition 3.5, P s  I @ X #a t a a a b a b
 4  .for a collection of ideals I of R. Thus Q s P s  I @ X # . Nowab a a T b a b T
 .  .   . .   . .Q s Q s  I @ X # s  I @ X # =  I R@ X # sa a t b a b T t b a b T t t b a b t T t
  . . .   . . . .   . . . I R@ X # =  I R@ X # =  I R@ X # =b a b t T t b a b t t T b a b t t
  . .   . .  . I R@ X # =  I s  I where the first containmentb a b t t b a b t t b a b t
 .  .relation follows from Theorem 3.4 3 . Thus  I : Q and henceb a b t a’ ’ .  .F  I : F Q s J . Also, P :  I @ X #, so J s F Q sa b a b t a a a b a b t a a
 .  .   . ..   . .F P s F P : F  I @ X # s F  I @ X #a a T a a T a b a b t T a b a b t T
where the third equality follows from the fact that each P is thea’  .contraction of Q . Because J / 0, F  I / 0. Hence 0 /a a b a b t
n’ ’ .F  I : J l R. Let 0 / a g J l R. Then 0 / a g J l R fora b a b t
some n ) 0 which contradicts J l R s 0. Therefore J is a prime ideal.
 ..  444. THE DOMAINS R X AND R X
 ..Let R be an integral domain with quotient field K. Recall that R X
 44  < 4s R@ X # and R X s R@ X # where N s f g R@ X # A s R andN N ft
 < . 4N s f g R@ X # A s R . We first give the power series analog oft f t
Theorem 2.6.
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THEOREM 4.1. For an integral domain R with quotient field K, the
following statements are equi¨ alent.
 .1 R is a Krull domain.
 .  442 R X is a Krull domain.
 .  443 R X is a PID.
 .  444 R X is a Euclidean domain.
 .  .  .  .  .  44Proof. Clearly 4 « 3 « 2 and 2 « 1 because R X l
 .  .  44  44  .  44K s R. 1 « 3 . We first show that fR X s A X s A X sf f ¨
  44.  .  44. UA R X s A R X for each f g R@ X # . Because R is a Krullf ¨ f ¨ ¨
 y1 . y1domain, A A s R and A s I for some finitely generated frac-f f t f ¨
w x  .tional ideal I of R. Choose g g K X with A s I. Now A A s R.g f g t
U w x  .  .Choose b g R with bI : R. Because bg g R X , b A s A sf g t f b g . t
 .  .  .A A s b A A s bR; and hence A s R. Thus fg g N . Forf b g t f g t f g t t
 . w xa g A , a s f ag rfg where ag g R X and fg g N . So a g fR@ X # sf t Nt
 44  44   44.  44fR X . Hence A : fR X and so A R XX : fR X . By Theo-f f ¨
 .  44   44.  44  44  .  44rem 3.4, A X s A R X ; so fR X : A X : A Xf ¨ f ¨ f f ¨
 44  44  44  .  44   44.: fR X . Hence fR X s A X s A X s A R X sf f ¨ f ¨
 .  44.A R X .f ¨ ¨
 4  .  4 X  4Now by Theorem 2.6, R X is a PID. So A R X s f R X for somef ¨
X w x  .  44 X  44  44f g R X . Hence A R X s f R X and thus fR X sf ¨
 .  44.  X  44. X  44A R X s f R X s f R X . So for each f g R@ X # theref ¨ ¨ ¨
X w x  44 X  44exists f g R X with fR X s f R X .
 44  44  44So let fR X and gR X be two principal ideals of R X . We may
 44 X  44  44assume that f , g g R@ X #. Now fR X s f R X and gR X s
X  44 X X w x  4 X  4g R X for some f , g g R X . Because R X is a PID, f R X q
X  4  4 w x  44  44g R X s hR X for some h g R X . Then fR X q gR X s
X  44 X  44  X  4 X  4.  44   4.  44f R X q g R X s f R X q g R X R X s hR X R X s
 44  44  44hR X . Thus R X is a Bezout domain. But because R X is a Krull
 .domain it is a localization of a power series ring over a Krull domain ,
 44R X is a PID.
 .  . w x3 « 4 . By 10, Theorem 5.3 , it suffices to show that 1 is in the
 44  44  .  44stable range of R X , that is, if h , h g R X with h , h R X s1 2 1 2
 44  .  44  44  44R X , then h q uh R X s R X for some u g R X . By choos-1 2
ing a common denominator for h and h we can assume h , h g R@ X #.1 2 1 2
Ã 2 Ã 2 Ã Ã .  .Put h s h X and h s Xh X and h s h q h . Now A s A andÃ1 1 2 2 1 2 h hi i
 .  .A s A q A . Note that if f , g g R@ X # with A : A , thenh h h f ¨ g ¨1 2
 44  .  44  .  44  44   .  ..fR X s A X : A X s gR X as shown in 1 « 3f ¨ g ¨
Ã 44  44  44and hence frg g R X . So h rh g R X and h rh is a unit in R X .i i i
 .  44  44  .  44  44Thus h s h rh h g hR X , so hR X s h , h R X s R X .i i 1 2
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .   . . .Then h s h h rh q h rh h s h q h rh h rh h h rh1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1
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Ã Ã Ã . .  44 where h rh h rh and h rh are units in R X . So h q1 1 2 2 1 1 1
Ã Ã.  44  44  . .  44 uh R X s R X where u s h rh h rh g R X . Note that we2 1 1 2 2
 44 .have actually given an alternative proof that R X is Bezout.
COROLLARY 4.2. Let R be a Krull domain.
 . X w x  441 For each f g R@ X # there exists f g R X with fR X s
X  44f R X .
 . U  44  .  44  . 442 For f g R @ X # , fR X s A X s A X sf ¨ f
  44.A R X .f ¨
 . U  44  44  .  .3 For f , g g R@ X # , fR X s gR X m A s A .f ¨ g ¨
 .  .Proof. These three statements are proved in 1 « 3 of Theorem
4.1.
w xIn 4, Theorem 2.13 we showed that if an integral domain R satisfies
 .  . UA s A A for all f , g g R@ X # , then we can define the powerf g ¨ f g ¨
Ã¨ ¨ Ã¨  <series ring analog R of the Kronecker function ring R by R s frg f , g
U Ã¨ .  . 4  4g R@ X # with A : A j 0 . Then R is a completely integrallyf ¨ g ¨
Ã¨ Ã¨ .closed Bezout domain and for 0 / f g R@ X #, fR s A R sf ¨
Ã¨ Ã¨ . .  44A R . We next show that if R is a Krull domain, then R X s R .f ¨ ¨
 44This gives an alternative proof that if R is a Krull domain, then R X is
a PID.
Ã¨ 44THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that R is a Krull domain. Then R X s R .
 44Hence if R is a Krull domain, R X is a PID.
 .  .Proof. Suppose that R is a Krull domain. Then A s A A forf g ¨ f g ¨
U Ã¨ Ã¨ 44all f , g g R@ X # ; so R is defined. Clearly R X s R@ X # : R . Con-NtÃ¨ U  .  .versely, let 0 / frg g R where f , g g R@ X # with A : A . Choosef ¨ g ¨
w x  . y1  .  .h g K X with A s A so R s A A s A . Then frg sh ¨ g g h t g h t
 .  .  . .  . .fhrgh where gh g N and A s A A s A A : A At f h t f h t f t h t g t h t
 .  44s A A s R, so fh g R@ X #. Hence frg g R X .g h t
According to Theorem 2.5 PVMD's are characterized by the property
 .  4that every principal ideal of R X is extended from R. We next show
 44that for R X , this property characterizes Krull domains. To do this we
need several lemmas.
w xLEMMA 4.4. Let R be an integral domain. Let 0 / f g R X and l g
 .  .  .R@ X # with A s R. Then A s A .l t f l t f t
 .Proof. Now for ideals I and J of R, if I s J for each M g t-Max R ,M M
 w x w x w xthen I s J . I s J gives IR X s IR X s I R X st t M M N M w X x M M w X x¨ M w X x N ¨w x w x w x w x w xJ R X s JR X s JR X and hence IR X s JR XM M w X x M w X x N N N¨ M w X x ¨ ¨N ¨ w x .  w x <  .4 wbecause t-Max R X s MR X M g t-Max R by 17, PropositionN N¨ ¨
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x w x w x  w x .  w x .2.1 . By 17, Proposition 2.2 , I R X s IR X s JR X st N N t N t¨ ¨ ¨w x w x w xJ R X and hence by 17, Proposition 2.8 , I s I R X l R st N t t N¨ ¨w x .  .  .J R X l R s J . Hence it suffices to show that A s A wheret N t f l M f M¨
 .M g t-Max R . Let l s a q a X q ??? where a , . . . , a g M, but a f0 1 0 iy1 i
 .  .  .  .M. It is easily checked that A q a , . . . , a A s A . Byf l M 0 iy1 M f M f M
 .  .Nakayama's Lemma, A s A .f l M f M
w x  44LEMMA 4.5. Let R be an integral domain. Let 0 / f g R X . If fR X
 44  44is extended from R, then fR X s A R X .f
 44  44  .Proof. Let fR X s IR X . We can take I s i , . . . , i to be finitely1 n
generated. Then f s i f rl q ??? qi f rl for some f g R@ X # and l g N .1 1 n n i t
 .  .Then fl s i f q ??? qi f , so A s A : I by Lemma 4.4. So1 1 n n f t f l t t
 44   44.   44.   44.  44  44fR X s fR X s IR X s I X = I R X = A R X =t t t t f
 44fR X where we have used Theorem 3.4 and that I is finitely generated.
 44LEMMA 4.6. Suppose that e¨ery ideal of R X is extended from R. Then
R is formally integrally closed.
 44  .Proof. It suffices to show that R X is Bezout. For if M g t-Max R ,
 44then R@ X # is a localization of R X and hence is a valuationM @ X #
w xdomain. But then by 8, Theorem 1 , R is a DVR. Hence by PropositionM
3.3, R is formally integrally closed.
 44To show that R X is Bezout, it suffices to show that for f , f g1 2
U  44  44  44  44R@ X # , f R X q f R X is principal. Let f R X s I R X where1 2 i i
X w x XI is a finitely generated ideal of R. Choose f g R X with A s I . Theni i f ii
 44  44  44  44  .  44f R X q f R X s I R X q I R X s I q I R X s1 2 1 2 1 2
 44  X n X .  44 XX XnA R X s f q X f R X by Lemma 4.5 where n ) deg f . f qX f . 1 2 11 2
THEOREM 4.7. For an integral domain R, the following conditions are
equi¨ alent.
 .1 R is a Krull domain.
 .  442 E¨ery principal ideal of R X is extended from R.
 .  443 E¨ery ideal of R X is extended from R.
 .  444 R is formally integrally closed and e¨ery prime ideal of R X is
extended from R.
 .  445 R is formally integrally closed and e¨ery prime t-ideal of R X is
extended from R.
 .  .Proof. 1 « 2 . Let 0 / f g R@ X #. By Corollary 4.2, there exists
X w x  44 X  44f g R X with fR X s f R X . Now because R is a Krull domain and
X  4  4hence a PVMD, by Theorem 2.5 f R X s AR X for some ideal A of R.
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 44 X  44  X  4.  44  44Thus fR X s f R X s f R X R X s AR X . So every princi-
 44  .  .pal ideal of R X is extended from R. 2 m 3 . This holds for any ring
 .  .R. 3 « 4 . We only need show that R is formally integrally closed and
 .  .  .  .this follows from Lemma 4.6. 4 « 5 . Clear. 5 « 1 . By Proposition
 44  443.7, J l R / 0 for each t-ideal J of R X . In particular, fR X l R / 0
U  44for each f g R@ X # . Let 0 / a g fR X l R. Hence a s fhrl for some
U  .  .h, l g R@ X # with A s R. So al s fh and hence aR s a A sl t l t
 .  .  .A s A s A A because R is formally integrally closed. Thusal t f h t f h t
A is t-invertible. So every countably generated nonzero ideal of R is t-f
invertible. We show that every nonzero ideal of R is t-invertible. Let J be
a t-ideal of R. If J / I for any finitely generated ideal I : J, we get ant
 .  .  .infinite ascending chain a ; a , a ; a , a , a ; ??? where each1 t 1 2 t 1 2 3 t
 4 `  .  `  ..a g J y 0 . Now D a , . . . , a s D a , . . . , a is a t-ideal ofn ns1 1 n t ns1 1 n t
`  .countable type and hence is t-invertible. Thus D a , . . . , a sns1 1 n t
 .  .a , . . . , a for some m because a t-invertible ideal has finite type , a1 m t
contradiction. Hence every t-ideal J of R has the form J s I for somet
finitely generated ideal and hence is t-invertible. Thus R is a Krull
domain.
 44  44 Now in general, we need not have I X s IR X where of course
 44 .  44I X s I @ X # . We say that an ideal J of R X is formally extendedNt
 44from R if J s I X for some ideal I of R. We have the following
companion result to Theorem 4.7.
THEOREM 4.8. For an integral domain R, the following conditions are
equi¨ alent.
 .1 R is a Krull domain.
 .  442 R is formally integrally closed and e¨ery principal ideal of R X is
formally extended from R.
 .  443 E¨ery ideal of R X is formally extended from R.
 .  444 R is formally integrally closed and e¨ery prime ideal of R X is
formally extended from R.
 .  445 R is formally integrally closed and e¨ery prime t-ideal of R X is
formally extended from R.
 .  .  .  .Proof. 1 « 2 . Corollary 4.2. 2 « 1 . Let 0 / f g R@ X #. Now
 44  44  44fR X s I X for some ideal I of R, so fR X l R / 0. Now as in
 .  .the proof of 5 « 1 of Theorem 4.7, we see that R is a Krull domain.
 .  .  44  441 « 3 . By Theorem 4.1, R X is a PID. Thus each ideal of R X
 44  44has the form fR X for some f g R X and hence is formally extended
 .  .by Corollary 4.2. 3 « 1 . We first show that R is a PVMD. Let
w x  44  440 / f g R X and let I be an ideal of R such that fR X s I X .
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 .  44Using Lemma 4.4, it is easily shown that A s I . Now fR X sf t t
  44.   44.  44  44  44fR X s I X = I X by Theorem 3.4. So fR X s I X st t t t
 .  44  44  44  44  44A X = A X = fR X and hence fR X s A X . Thusf t f f
 44  44  44.y1  44  44.y1  y1.R X sfR X fR X sA X A X sA @ X # A @ X #f f f N f Nt ty1  y1 .  44s A @ X # A @ X # : A A @ X # : R X where the third equalityf N f N f f Nt t t
 y1 .follows because A @ X # is finitely generated. Thus A A @ X # sf f f Nt
 y1 .R@ X # , so A A s R. Thus R is a PVMD. Next we show that everyN f f tt
 44principal ideal of R X is extended from R. Let 0 / f g R@ X #, let I be
 44  44an ideal of R such that fR X s I X , and let J be an ideal of R with
 44  44  44IR X s J X . It is easy to check that I s J . Hence fR X st t
  44.   44.  44  44  44  44fR X s I X = I X = fR X . Thus fR X s I X st t t t
 44   44.   44.   44.  44  44J X : J X s IR X : I X s fR X and hence fR Xt t t t
  44. Xs IR X . Let I : I be a finitely generated ideal of R with f gt
 X  44.  44  X  44.I R X . So fR X s I R X . Now because R is a PVMD, byt t
 4 X  4Theorem 2.5 R X is a Bezout domain and hence I R X is a principal
X  44  X  4.  44  44ideal. So I R X s I R X R X is principal. Thus fR X s
 X  44. X  44  44I R X s I R X . Hence each principal ideal of R X is extendedt
 .  .from R. By Theorem 4.7 R is a Krull domain. 1 « 4 . This is the same
 .  .  .  .  .  .as 1 « 3 . 4 « 5 . Clear. 5 « 1 . This is the same as the proof
 .  .of 5 « 1 of Theorem 4.7.
  44.COROLLARY 4.9. Let R be a Krull domain. Then Max R X s
  44 < 1. .4M X M g X R .
 <  . 1. .4Proof. Because N s R@ X # y D M @ X # M g t-Max R s X Rt
 44  44 1. .and R X is a PID, M X is a maximal ideal for each M g X R .
 44  44Conversely, let M be a maximal ideal of R X . Then M s A X for
  44.  44some ideal A of R. Hence M s M s A X s A X . Let A : P¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
1. .  44  44where P g X R . Then M : P X and hence M s P X .
We also have a companion result for Theorems 4.1, 4.7, and 4.8 for
 ..Dedekind domains and the ring R X which is the power series analog
for Theorem 2.4.
THEOREM 4.10. For an integral domain R the following conditions are
equi¨ alent.
 .1 R is a Dedekind domain.
 .  ..2 E¨ery principal ideal of R X is extended from R.
 .  ..3 R is formally integrally closed and e¨ery principal ideal of R X
is formally extended from R.
 .  ..  .4 E¨ery ideal of R X is formally extended from R.
 .  ..5 R is formally integrally closed and e¨ery prime ideal of R X is
 .formally extended from R.
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 .  ..6 R is formally integrally closed and e¨ery prime t-ideal of R X is
 .formally extended from R.
 . U7 A is in¨ertible for e¨ery f g R@ X # .f
 .  ..8 R X is a Dedekind domain.
 .  ..9 R X is a PID.
 .  ..10 R X is a Euclidean domain.
 .Proof. Observe that if dim R s 1, A s R m A s R and hencef f t
 ..  44  .  .N s N . Thus R X s R X . Hence 1 « 2 follows from Theo-t
 .  .  .rem 4.7 and 1 « 3 , 4 follows from Theorem 4.8. For the extended
 .  .  .  .  .case 2 « 4 « 5 « 6 follows as in Theorem 4.7. Also, for 4 in
 ..the formally extended case we get that for each ideal I of R, IR X s
 ..  ..  ..J X for some ideal J. Then I s IR X l R s J X l R s J, so
 ..  ..  ..IR X s I X for each ideal I of R. Hence if each ideal of R X is
formally extended from R it is also extended from R. Hence by the proof
 .  .  .of Lemma 4.6, R is formally integrally closed. So 4 « 5 « 6 for the
 .  .  . Uformally extended case also. 3 , 6 « 7 . Let f g R@ X # . By Proposi-
 ..  ..tion 3.7, fR X l R / 0. Hence by Proposition 3.5 fR X l R@ X # s
 4   .. I @ X # for some collection I of ideals of R. Note that fR X la a a
.  ..  ..R@ X # is a t-ideal of R@ X #. Because fR X is principal, fR X s
 ..  ..  n . ..I X q ??? qI X s  I X for some finite subcollectiona a is1 an i
 4  ..  ..I . So fR X s I X for some ideal I of R. It is easily checked thata i
 .  . ..  .  ..  ..  ..   ...I s A . Now A X : A X s I X : I X s I Xt f t f f t t ¨ ¨
  ...  ..  . ..  ..  ..s fR X s fR X : A X . Thus fR X s A X . So¨ f f
 y1. ..  .. y1 ..  ..  ..y1  ..A A X = A X A X s A X A X s fR Xf f f f f f
  ...y1  ..  .fR X s R X where the first equality follows from Theorem 3.4 .
y1  .  .  .  .Hence A A s R and A is invertible. 7 « 1 . Clear. 1 « 10 .f f f
 ..  44  .Here R X s R X is a Euclidean domain by Theorem 4.1. 10 «
 .  .  .  .  ..9 « 8 . Clear. 8 « 1 . Because R s R X l K, R is a Krull
domain. Let I be a nonzero ideal of R. Because R is formally integrally
 ..y1 y1 ..  ..  ..  ...y1closed, I X s I X . Thus R X s I X I X s
 .. y1 ..  y1 . ..  ..  ..  y1 . ..I X I X : II X : R X . Thus R X s II X and
y1hence II s R; so I is invertible. Hence R is a Dedekind domain.
 .  .  .  .  .  .EXAMPLE 4.11. In Theorems 4.7 4 , 5 , 4.8 4 , 5 , and 4.10 5 , 6 , the
condition that R be formally integrally closed cannot be omitted. Let R be
a one-dimensional Noetherian domain that is not integrally closed. Then
 44  ..R X s R X is a one-dimensional Noetherian domain whose maximal
 44  44  .ideals have the form MR X s M X for M g Max R . Thus every
 44  ..prime ideal of R X s R X is extended and formally extended from
R, but R is not formally integrally closed.
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Also, if V is an n-dimensional discrete valuation domain, then every
 44  .. wprime ideal of V X s V X is formally extended from V 7, Corollary
x. w x.3.6 , but V is formally integrally closed m n s 1 4, Theorem 2.4 .
 .   4.According to Theorem 2.5 if R is a PVMD, then L R ( L R Xt
under the canonical lattice homomorphism. We next show that if R is a
 .   44.  .   ...Krull domain, then L R ( L R X . In particular, L R ( L R Xt
if R is a Dedekind domain:
 .  .   4.THEOREM 4.12. 1 If R is a Krull domain, then L R ( L R X (t
  44.L R X .
 .  .   ..   ...2 If R is a Dedekind domain, then L R ( L R X ( L R X .
 .  .Proof. 2 follows from 1 because if R is a Dedekind domain, then
 .  4  ..  44R X s R X and R X s R X . So suppose that R is a Krull domain.
 .   4.The isomorphism L R ( L R X is given by Theorem 2.5. Define u :t
 .   44.  .  44L R ª L R X by u A s AR X . Note that because the ¨ and tt
 44operations coincide on R and because every ideal of R X is a t-ideal, by
 44  44  44  44Theorem 3.4 we get AR X s A X s A X s A R X for anyt t
 .  . .  .  44nonzero ideal A of R. Hence u A( B s u AB s AB R X st t t
 44  44  44  .  .  .ABR X s AR X BR X s u A u B and u A k B st
 . .  .  44  .  44  44  44u A q B s A q B R X s A q B R X s AR X q BR Xt t
 .  . 1. .  n1.s u A k u B . Note that for P , . . . , P g X R we have u P1 n 1
n s..  n1 n s. .  n1 n s.  44 n1l ??? l P s u P ??? P s P ??? P R X s P ???s 1 s t 1 s t 1
n s  44   44.n1   44.n s   44  44 <P R X s P R X ??? P R X . Because PR X s P X Ps 1 s
1. .4  44  44g X R is the set of maximal ideals of R X and R X is a PID this
shows that u is a bijection. The fact that u preserves meets easily follows
 n1. n s..  m1. m s..from the fact that P l ??? l P l P l ??? l P s1 s 1 s
maxn , m 4. maxn , m 4.1 1 s sP l ??? l P .1 s
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